


We have upgraded our turf yarn quality on select products!

The molecular structure of DuraBlade™ Yarn Technology has a longer 
carbon chain which increases durability, resilience, temperature 
resistance and even the look and feel of the product.

2x more durable than the existing grades which means better resistance 
to heavy traffic.

Blades are stronger and resist flattening more than standard yarn.

Better protected against fading due to sun exposure.

DuraBlade™ has a softer feel and more natural look compared to 
standard yarn.

Higher Durability

Resilience

Temperature Resistance

Improved Look

DuraBlade™
Technology
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TURF SELLERS - TURF MADE SIMPLE



OPTIMUM FLOW™

Optimum Flow™ is our non-perforated backing that will drastically 
affect the drainage efficiency of your turf. With the new patent-
pending Optimum Flow™ backing that increases the drainage 
rate by approximately 830%, the turf will be cleaner, drier, and free 
from any unpleasant pet odors.

SILVERBACK™

The Silverback™ coating system takes advantage of the most 
advanced technology in the coating industry. Engineered 
with quality in mind. From the polyurethane chemistry to the 
application. Features technologically advanced chemistry, focused 
on offering only the highest quality components to create the best 
coating system.

ARMORLOC 3L™

ArmorLoc™ 3L utilizes a completely woven foundation to deliver the 
world’s strongest artificial turf system. The primary backing plays 
a very important role in the overall design of an artificial turf system. 
ArmorLoc™ 3L is non-directional, self-healing, and so stable that it is 
guaranteed not to have excess movement.

OPTIMUM FLOW™

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

                     OUR TURF PRODUCTS HAVE 



This turf will add a quality feel and look to your space, 
while also keeping the cost down. The pine-green and 
bamboo-green coloring will give your yard a natural 
complexion, as well as keep it looking fresh and new 
every day.

Total Weight Yarn Quality

Approximately 46 ounces C6

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 1.37 inches 1 pound per square foot

Backing Warranty

Latex 4 Years

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - Mini C 12 x 100 feet max.
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SUMMER GREEN 48 



This product contains a classic look that is perfect for 
any landscapes. This pine and olive green synthetic 
turf is soft with a very organic complexion, and has 
been made for those looking for a naturalistic grass at 
an affordable price.

Total Weight Yarn Quality

Approximately 56 ounces DuraBlade™

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 1.34 inches 1 pound per square foot

Backing Warranty

Polyurethane 16 Years

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - Mini C 12 x 100 feet max.
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DESERT GREEN 54



Designed to handle both indoor and outdoor use with 
moderate traffic. This deep green and olive colored, 
well-balanced product makes it ideal for a large array 
of applications.

Total Weight Yarn Quality

Approximately 73 ounces DuraBlade™

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 1.5 inches 1.0-1.5 pounds per square foot

Backing Warranty

Polyurethane 16 Year

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - Wave 15 x 100 feet max.
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KENTUCKY GREEN 73



This product has summer and emerald green blades 
that have been designed for a natural and healthy look. 
This product is made for moderate traffic and can be 
used for several applications.  

Total Weight Yarn Quality

Approximately 74 ounces DuraBlade™

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 1.5 inches 1.0-1.5 pounds per square foot

Backing Warranty

Polyurethane 16 Year

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - Mini W 15 x 100 feet max.
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SPRING GREEN 70 



A plush turf with blades that give off the look of a 
well-groomed, neighborhood lawn. The taller field and 
lime green blades make for a soft look and  a padded 
feel. This synthetic turf is recommended for moderate 
traffic and will look great in any application.

Total Weight Yarn Quality

Approximately 84 ounces DuraBlade™

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 1.77 inches 1.5-2.0 pounds per square foot

Backing Warranty

Polyurethane 16 Year

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - C 15 x 100 feet max.
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TRIPLE GREEN 82 



This putting green has a ball roll performance like a 
professional green while still remaining budget friendly. 
This artificial putting green can be used both indoors 
and outdoors. No matter where you use it, the two-
tone flower and lime green coloring will make for an 
attractive look.

Total Weight Application

Approximately 85 ounces DuraBlade™

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 0.7 inches 1.5-2.0 pounds per square foot

Backing Warranty

Polyurethane 16 Year

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Textured Polypropylene 15 x 100 feet max.
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PUTTING GREEN 85 



Built with blades that will stand tall over time. You can 
walk on this heavy traffic product all day and it will 
bounce back, always looking plush. This artificial turf has 
pine and bamboo green coloring and has the appearance 
of freshly-mowed lawn. 

Total Weight Yarn Quality

Approximately 108 ounces DuraBlade™

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 2.0 inches 1.5-2.0 pounds per square foot

Backing Warranty

Polyurethane 16 Year

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - Mini W 15 x 100 feet max.
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SPRING GREEN 108 



Equipped with Optimum Flow™ technology for 
exceptional drainage. Our preferred product for pet 
applications due to its permeability and slightly stiffer 
blade structure, which makes cleaning a breeze.  This 
product is perfect for landscape, putting fringe, and 
anywhere else a medium density product is needed.

Total Weight Origin

Approximately 75 ounces Made in the U.S.A.

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 1.5 inches 1.0 pound per square foot

Backing Warranty

Optimum Flow™ 16 Years

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - W 15 x 100 feet max.
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OLIVE GREEN 75 



This turf offers a taller pile height with a tough blade 
structure, to imitate a lush, beautiful natural lawn. The 
Optimum Flow™ technology facilitates up to 8X faster 
drainage than a standard punch hole backing. Perfect 
for most all applications and is preferred for pet and 
high-traffic areas.

Total Weight Origin

Approximately 98 ounces Made in the U.S.A.

Pile Height Infill Amount

Approximately 2.0 inches 1.0 pound per square foot

Backing Warranty

Optimum Flow™ 16 Years

Stock Yarn / Shape Roll Size

Polyethylene - W 15 x 100 feet max.
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OLIVE GREEN 98


